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1 (Mom) did not like distance learning at all and lack of socialism.
2 ?
3 A better platform for google classroom
4 A due date on everything because i procrastinate alot and i think it would help me.
5 a lesson
6 A little bit less assignments
7 a little difficult (Translated from Spanish)
8 a little more work.
9 A lot of things

10 A suggestion I have is maybe we can do something at the end of the year.
11 A suggestion I have is to make sure that the student can actually learn from the work. Simply checking if they’ve learned from it instead of 

posting multiple quizzes.
12 A zoom mandatory at least once for each subject
13 Actual planned out lessons
14 actually do my work in time
15 actually put in effort in doing some of the classwork
16 Actually putting in our grades and be persistent on that. Also I suggest a more anonymous way of talking with teachers just to relieve some 

pressure. It would also help if certain teachers utilized better tools for our distance learning and actually planned their lessons better.

17 Add more details and engagement with us
18 Al teachers list the best way to contact them on their classroom immediately. All necessary assignments and zooms should be marked with a 

turn in date.
19 all classes need to be on one google classroom sign in. it's very challenging to check the classwork for 3 classes and then switch sign ins to 

check the other 2 classes. I didn't do a lot of the work because I had A's anyway and grades don't go down. But for students learning next 
year, please please please consider this

20 All classes need to have live zoom meetings
21 All classes should have tutoring.
22 All teachers put their work in as an assignment, so we don't have to search for it.
23 All teachers should have a checkup on their students at least once a week because some teachers would go silence and occasionally give an 

assignment.
24 All teachers should reach out to students more and encourage them for the ones that are actually doing their work.
25 All the teachers should conduct at least once a week zoom meetings and touch base. I had teachers not even either having one or joining 

there class zoom meetings.
26 All we need is more experiance, obviously this is our first time distance learning so everybody might have had a difficult time adjusting.
27 Allow more information to be passed through google classroom compared to other sites
28 Allow multiple ways to complete assignments, some websites are hard to use.
29 Almost all of my teachers mentioned at some point during distance learning that they were given little to no guidance by the school 

district/our administration on how they should teach, on when they should teach, on how they should organize schedules, on how they 
should grade assignments. As a student, it's extremely frustrating when you know that your teachers feel unsupported and unsure due to 
sloppy and unorganized leadership from their administration. If we are to continue doing distance learning in the fall, I expect that the 
district provides its teachers with accurate support, an organized plan, and guidance on how they should approach distance learning, 
because my teachers were having to wing it and improvise along the way. The second half of this semester was a joke and it certainly wasn't 
the fault of the teachers. My teachers were passionate, and they wanted to teach us and to continue with the curriculum, so it was 
extremely maddening when the district told the teachers that they couldn't assign work until a plan was figured out, and then the district 
took an entire month to make that plan. The district needs to be more organized and on top of things in the fall if we are to have distance 
learning again.

30 Always be prepared and practice alot
31 Always pay attention
32 An equal amount of work, since we also have other classes as well..
33 art
34 Ask questions
35 Asking for more help on the assignments
36 Asking more questions.
37 Asking questions
38 Asking questions for work
39 Assign new topics, and TEXTS
40 Assigning a lot of work is overwhelming. I don't like not being able to personally interact and see my teachers. Being in their class is the best 

way for me. It helps with focus and motivates me while I had no motive from home and that's what made this whole experience so upsetting 
and tough.

41 Assignments
42 assignments (Translated from Spanish)
43 At least getting notified on when to be on zoom classes or even help me figure out why i couldn't access some or most of the assignments.

44 Attend more meetings and turn in things more
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45 Be more consistent
46 Being taught through screen is more challenging than being taught face to face in reality. I believe I should take more notes often in video 

call meetings and make sure I pay my full attention, to note down what needs to be done.
47 Better and understandable subjects.
48 better communication between teachers about zoom meetings and testing dates. Too many overlaps. Organization was also poor in many 

classes and having a balanced schedule altogether was challenging.
49 Better examples for multiple types of scenarios especially in math and science classes. Double check the work that students send because I 

had trouble sending photos and got marked down for incomplete work. When I just needed to resend the photos.
50 better instructions
51 better instructions
52 Better teaching online
53 Better video chatting
54 Better ways to communicate like Discord.
55 BLACK LIVES MATTER. BLACK POWER.
56 Book work or khan academy instead of a bunch of projects.
57 By dealing with it
58 By not doing it at all. It is hard to do it at home and I prefer being in a classroom.
59 By trying to finish more work all in 1 day
60 Call people on the phone more and help more with homework.
61 Can teachers post an estimate of how long each assignment should take? I was only able to complete 1 assignment per day because they 

took me hours to do.Can teachers give a daily schedule students can follow if they want to?
62 Can the students choose when to check in with teachers? Many of us had other things that were happening and the class calls came along 

and we had to multitask...
63 Can we like not do zoom calls it’s so awkward
64 can't think of any
65 Can't think of anything
66 certain teachers assigned more than would normally be in class, and to top it off not using reasources we all have such as cut and paste or 

separate apps from google classroom. to make it easier making more video/zoom lessons rather than just a google classroom post with 5 
different assignments and one set of instructions

67 Check in with the other teachers in other subjects to see how much work you're giving a student on average and how they are handling it.

68 check up on students who aren’t doing work to see if they are okay
69 Communicate with students about grades.
70 Communication between the district and teachers could be vastly improved. The many policy changes were often implemented differently 

between teachers with some seemingly not going along with them at all, causing undue stress on students who had to navigate the policy 
changes and ensure that they be followed so that we would not be negatively affected.

71 Connecting only through google classroom made it hard to engage.
72 Consider a lot more factors due to the fact that we are not at school and in a different enviorment that makes it different from normal 

learning and actually going to school.
73 Consistency between teachers and classes.  I had some classes where I had assignments on a regular basis and I had some classes where I had 

almost no work assigned. Not all teachers posted information on a regular basis or I didn't know if they were going to post anything.  The 
teachers that posted everything for the week at once (typically Monday) were the ones that worked the best.  It was hard if a teacher posted 
something a noon that was due by 3 pm that same day.  There wasn't really any teacher based instruction that was provided.  I had 1 class 
where there was a set schedule for zoom meetings and I had 1 class that posted office hours.  The other 4 never had a zoom meeting or 
posted office hours.

74 Control students from talking in zoom so student can ask question
75 Coordinate with other class periods to avoid conflicts and have set zoom times.
76 Daily zoom meetings for each period just like regular class schedule with passing and lunchtime.
77 distance learning cannot compare to face to face contact
78 Distance Learning is hard. I never struggled so bad in school. I never had a day where i felt so worried about myself and my grades. Its so hard 

especially not having my teachers here to help me. But, It was alright and hard.
79 Distance learning is really not for everyone.
80 Distance learning should continue.  I learned more and liked school more during distance learning.  There are fewer distractions and school 

time is more focused.
81 Distant learing is no where near learning in person. Teachers were not at fault. This was a difficult time for everyone. Im grateful they tried 

their best to help me but most things went over my head
82 do discord
83 Do more interesting stuff
84 Do more video calls interactions
85 do more zoom calls
86 do more zoom meetings
87 Do not give a weeks worth of homework and leave it at that. I felt very overwhelmed having to deal with hours of work from each class.
88 Do not give us a hour videos to watch
89 Do not have distance learning. We need to be in a classroom learning with our peers. We also need PE and sports to stay active and for 

mental health. No matter how awesome my teachers were (and they are) learning at home is not as productve as learing in a classroom.
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90 Do the work when I get it.
91 Doing schoolwork with teachers, and the class, so all students can be up to date with assignments and what to learn. Instead of 

procrastinating and not really processing what the assignment taught, when given assignments to work on alone.
92 Doing work while in zoom meeting rather than having classwork added to the regular amount of homework.
93 Don’t add 5 or more work in a day
94 Don’t add as much work at one time
95 don’t be hard on the student when they turn in thier work late because you never no what’s happing at home.
96 Don’t do huge projects, I know we weren’t doing it, but for future reference, it’s gonna make stuff way more complicated.
97 Don’t do it
98 Don’t do it
99 don’t do it at all just let us go to school with social distancing in the future

100 Don’t do it it’s hard to learn without a teacher present and it makes me lose courage knowing I have to go thru the process of trying to find 
my teachers emails just to ask them so I didn’t and I didn’t complete a decent amount of stuff

101 Don’t do it or make mandatory zoom calls for each class.
102 Don’t give us work
103 don’t make zoom calls mandatory and give a decent amount of work. I suggest all teachers have a calendar of what’s due when, when you 

can get help, and what your learning that week
104 Don’t overwhelm the students with work throughout the whole week in just one class like we’re still in school instead give one or two 

assignments per week.
105 Don’t send to much work
106 Don't assign so much work ok. It looks intimidating than your students just won't do it at all. I didn't do It cause a had mostly all A's in my 

classes so I didn't do the work. Also, DON'T ASSIGN WORK EVERY DAY it makes your students, not like you (TEACHER). Also, try to be a bit 
easier on your students its not as easy this way because it's not the same. Try to be consistent with your zoom calls like every Monday don't 
just pop up that we have a zoom call the day before. Try your BEST too keep your student entertained during because the will dose off, sleep, 
eat, or go on their phone during the zoom call so crack a bad joke or say something funny it works trust me. Try not to use khan academy like 
its a bible because a lot of people don't like it including me. Your welcome and i'm not sorry

107 Don't do distanced learning. It does not work. I learned close to nothing because there was no organization or leadership from the school. I 
had multiple classes scheduled over each other and had to choose between classes, which left me behind in the classes I missed. Its hard 
enough trying to figure out how to work zoom and google classroom.

108 Don't do it
109 DON'T DO IT! But, if i must say something else LESS WORK AND MAKE IT EASIER
110 Don't do it. Home has to many distractions. How am I supposed to have a safe learning environment when it is shut down.
111 Dont do online schooling when the next school year starts
112 Don't give so much work all at the same time.
113 Dont give so much work not everyone can get on a computer to do the work corectly
114 don't have it
115 DONT HAVE zoom CALLS IN THE MORNING !!!!!!!
116 Don't increase the amount of work
117 Dont let kids fall behind, take into consideration other classwork, family issues like taking care of 2 little brothers and helping them with 

distance learning.
118 Don't let the grades drop, only let them improve if they need too.
119 dont make lessons cinge at times.
120 dont make us do it, if i have to do it for next year  im barley gonna do anything, id rather go to actual school, but i dont think having us stay 

in only 1 class is a good thing.
121 don't procrastinate
122 don't procrastinate your school work
123 Don't use google classroom only it's very unorganized
124 Don't use zoom, use discord
125 DON'T. DO. IT.
126 During distance learning i came across MANY bumps in the road. In this time i have found that the curriculum that is being taught is 100% 

NOT distance learning friendly. Some teachers such as TEACHER assigned an extremely unreasonable amount of work. Stating that is was "a 
district requirement". I would offten ask for help with assignments from TEACHER, in return TEACHER would not answer for 24+ hours. I am 
not the only one with this issue. Many of my classmates have had troubles with TEACHER. I am a hard worker, and i received a 4.0 gpa award 
for this year. i try my best to keep my grades above b's. So for me to be struggling to the point where im waking up with panic attacks due to 
the stress of all thw work that is pouring in day by day. It showes something. Other teachers such as TEACHER were EXTREMELY HELPFUL. 
TEACHER always answered within 1 hour to questions i had. TEACHER made the curriculum fun and easy to learn,and TEACHER assigned a 
reasonable amount of work that was manageable.

127 Easy ways to get your work and find it and turn it in .
128 End Distance Learning
129 engage students
130 Engage with the students more. Instead of assigning websites with worksheets (aka busywork) get creative and have actual assignments.
131 Engagement.
132 equity
133 Even if it’s not for learning purposes, have zoom meetings just to have kids see each other/classmates.
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134 Even though I'm leaving this year, maybe use a different platform other than zoom because it was difficult it use. The meetings were messed 
up for a couple of weeks for one of my classes so that it was 30 minutes late, wasting my time that could have been used for other work.

135 Every day assignments less video calls
136 Every teacher did it different and it was confusing.  There was so much homework for every class and every class did it different.  If my mom 

didn't help, I wouldn't have been able to do it on my own.
137 Everyone have homework due times the same (5:00 or midnight or whatever) and check in makes more sense for each class.
138 Everything is ok with the distance learning
139 Everything was good.
140 Everything was just kind of confusing, so more communication and clarification
141 Exactly
142 explain assignments in more thorough explanation
143 explain assignments more so we don’t get confused along the way
144 Explain it better
145 explain more
146 Extra time and less work between classes
147 Figure out zoom classes because half my teachers never had any.
148 Find a better way to view assignments and don’t bring down the grades when there supposed to be frozen
149 Find a different curriculum for Special Education, that is more user friendly.
150 Find a more organized schedule to hold classes and have assignments due on similar days each week.
151 Find a solution if the schools lap top loaned stops working how else can I do my work.
152 Finding more interactive platforms makes it easier
153 Fix attendance
154 Focus
155 For Math I wish the teacher would have posted more videos for the lesson we were learning. Math is harder for me to learn. TEACHER did try 

his best though.
156 For teachers to coordinate their zooms with each other as to avoid overlap, to make it mandatory for teachers to record their zooms and 

post the recordings on Google Classroom afterwards (both as study material and in the case that we miss the zoom by some misfortune), to 
require teachers to send out a notification/memo via Google Classroom, Remind, etc, the day of/right before their scheduled zoom 
meeting, and to make assignments impact our grades more.

157 for the teachers to actually follow the district guidelines in place
158 For the teacher's to teach us the lesson on zoom
159 For the upcoming school year, it would be nice to incorporate in class learning once in a while so that we can still do discussions, labs, etc.

160 Forms easier to edit
161 get rid of distance learning, return to school
162 Get rid of zoom calls and make sure all students are in google classroom.
163 Get us back in the classroom or use another platform like discord instead of zoom. zoom is overly complicated and not helpful.
164 Give assignments with more detail
165 give less work
166 give less work
167 Give more details/instructions.
168 Give more examples on how to do new assignments.
169 give more time on certain assignments
170 Give students more than 1 day to complete an assignment.
171 Give the same amount of work but not in loads ( planning ahead) become it becomes very stressful.
172 give us less work and keep the work the same as how we did it at school
173 give us less work and make it easy to contact our teachers
174 Give us more homework
175 Given a handout on step by step instructions on how to submit homework with attachments. Possibly updated Chrome Books, and that 8th 

Grade given a drive through graduation parade to pick up certificates.
176 Giving us one day off a week, as it feels like there is just way too much of it.
177 Go back to normal school
178 Go back to school
179 go back to school i need a teacher presence
180 Go back to school. Kids like me can’t learn online.
181 Go to the school
182 going back to school
183 going back to school
184 going back to school
185 Going back to school.
186 going back to the work or quizzes that we took and take notes
187 Google Sheets Workshop
188 had no issues
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189 Have a consolidated schedule and not the absolute mess it was
190 have a few more zooms in the week.
191 Have a set schedule on what homework I need to do during the day/
192 have a way that works best for both students and teachers. eg. what platforms they should use to help teach, time schedule so classes don't 

overlap,etc.and make it seem more interesting a lot of people don't like go class regularly so to have an option to not go and not get in 
trouble didn't help

193 Have actual live learning class times on zoom
194 have all classes do zoom meetings
195 Have all teachers use video calls at least once a week. Email tends to not go through so video calls offer closest resemblance to a classroom 

with questions getting answered right away instead of waiting for days.
196 Have assignments that use creativity
197 Have classes later in the day, to try and increase participation. Most classes I was in had less than 50% participation in the zoom calls.
198 Have classroom-like sessions (voice or video calls). Being in a classroom environment helps many students learn so having these class 

sessions would help some students learn. I don't think they should be mandatory but I think they should be an option.
199 Have every class every day at the normal time for school, even if not for as long as normal.   Either as a zoom meeting or via comments in 

google classroom.  At least a check in every day, and some class/homework.
200 have grades not be a priority and more them learning
201 Have more assignment and zoom calls
202 Have more fun stuff to do on Fridays cause when you have hecka work on Fridays its menially painfull.
203 Have more recorded lessons
204 Have more recorded or live lectures.
205 have more surveys
206 Have more teachers involve with the Distance Learning because there were only a few teachers that wanted to participate fully with video 

calls, prerecorded videos, and feedbacks.
207 Have more zoom meetings
208 Have more zoom meetings and a little more connection.
209 Have more zooms or Google Meets. I maybe only had one a week and even then it was not every week. Especially for more complicated 

subjects such as math. It really helps to have a teacher in front of you whether it be through computer or in person.
210 Have physical copies of the work or be at school.
211 have scheduled meetings, not office hours. like having a class period.
212 Have some of the teachers actually participate in the distance learning. Some teachers were really good about it but some didn't do 

anything at all pretty much.
213 have teachers be on top of putting our grades and make sure that they don’t overwork us
214 Have teachers care about the health of the students, not assign so much work, and ask questions often
215 Have teachers either post everything on Monday with directions so we can evenly space out work throughout the week or post one 

assignment a day. Teachers who post randomly throw off my schedule and stress me out. If its past 2:00, I usually expect no more google 
classroom notifications. As an introvert I also dislike zoom meetings and try not to attend them. Recorded videos on zoom posted in google 
classroom are fine and its easier to follow instructions when I can pause the teacher to write things down. Thank you! :)

216 have teachers more engaged zoom meetings everyday with live lessons
217 Have teachers pre-establish regular meeting times. It was very frustrating to find out at 7:45 on a Friday night that we had an 8 p.m. zoom, 

and I don't think we should EVER have to meet on weekends, especially not at 3 p.m.!
218 Have teachers reply to student requests for help and clarification sooner
219 Have teachers try to be more detailed in what they expect and want from students and their work.
220 Have the principal's check how much work the teachers were giving a week because I once got 5 hours of homework from one class in 1 

week.
221 have the teachers communicate more
222 Have the teachers not give so many assignments I’m a junior going into senior year I’m working constantly I’m exhausted from work and I 

have so many assignments your giving us more work than what we were getting during school this is ridiculous please keep in mind that 
many of us students work and have other responsibilities such as working, taking care of siblings. It’s not like we have nothing to do and and 
choose not to do the work we are very busy and have a lot on our minds some of us are confused about our sexuality and are depressed and 
you think you can give five to ten assignments keep it on the low side. If you don’t we will be over whelmed most of us are over whelmed 
already but have no choice but to keep going and to prioritize over keeping food on the table or starving and not doing homework. Thank 
you.

223 Have the teachers record all their lessons so the students can rewatch it or watch it if they weren't able to attend the zoom meeting.
224 have zoom meetings more frequently, or give us more work. Its school after all.
225 Have zoom meetings more often or have teachers be more connected.
226 Having a backup curriculum that will keep in mind that we are required to stay home.
227 Having a set structure with assignments and times for the classes.
228 Having classes on a regular schedule like how it is in school. Have classes scheduled at your normal class time have a zoom call for that time 

then go to the next class. Have assignments that are due at the end of that class or something like that.
229 Having consistent meeting times and it would be better to be able to connect with each teacher personally. Some teachers were very easily 

approachable but some are not approachable at all
230 Having it connected somewhat to grades because I have a lack of motivation to do anything
231 Having more zoom lessons so that I can have more learning from the teacher rather then just assignments on websites.
232 Having some teachers post better lessons and homework
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233 Having us go back to school.
234 Having zoom meetings with all my teachers
235 help tooter
236 history
237 Honestly distance learning itself is just no where near as good as being in a real classroom. No matter how much it is improved I still learn 

way better in a real learning environment than my own home.
238 Honestly more video instructions
239 Honesty, distance learning was ridiculously hard for me from connectivity issues to lack of motivation to a constant feeling of doom and 

anxiety about literally everything. I don't think there is any way in which I would ever enjoy distance learning.
240 Hoping not to do it again!
241 how about not loading me with work and expecting me to understand it right away
242 I barely had any zoom meeting or live video calls during distance learning. I had a couple in 4 classes, but most of them were for feedback or 

just to hang out with my classmates (which I liked a lot) and some were to review that weeks assignments, but none of them were live 
classes, which was really annoying, bc I think I learn better when surrounded by people who are doing the same thing and asking questions, 
etc; but most of my distance learning was just doing assignments on google classroom, which isn't bad per say, but its hard to stay 
motivated and its super easy to get distracted. So I would prefer more live classes next time

243 I believe it is doing fine how it is.
244 I cant think of a better way to do distance learning, but for some reason I think we can do better.
245 I can't think of one.
246 I can't think of one. It was pretty great.
247 I did not like doing everything online. Sometimes the videos helped. Sometimes math had the option of doing it from a book. Doing the 

assignment and showing my work has always been hard for me. The extra step of taking pictures of everything slowed me down.  Submitting 
assignments that had lots of steps was hard and sometimes confusing. I think some teachers had too high of expectations for me doing this 
for the first time. I will say it was nice not being penalized for turning in things late, which helped when I got sick. But trying to make up 
everything was difficult.

248 I do not have a suggestion.
249 I don’t distance learning because it’s sad and I don’t learn well this way
250 I don’t have a suggestion because it was fine for me.
251 i don’t have a suggestion.
252 I don’t have an suggestion
253 I don’t have any questions
254 I don’t have any questions.
255 I don’t have any suggestions.
256 I don’t have any suggestions.
257 i don’t have any suggestions. my distance learning experience was great.
258 I don’t have one
259 I don’t have one
260 I don’t know
261 I don’t know
262 I don’t know. I don’t think I have any.
263 I don’t know. I don’t think I have any.
264 I don’t really know
265 I don’t think we need to have zoom meetings because they just waist time.
266 I don't ever want to do this again. I much prefer being in school.
267 I don't have any
268 I don't have any suggestions
269 I don't have any suggestions
270 I don't have any suggestions.
271 I don't have anything in mind
272 I don't have one
273 I don't have.
274 i dont know
275 i dont know
276 i dont know
277 I don't know
278 I don't know
279 I don't know
280 I don't know
281 i don't know any suggestions to improve distance learning.
282 I don't know because everything is perceived differently when you are not in person.
283 I dont know it’s just harder to learn online than in person.
284 I don't know the only problem I had was lag but you can't really fix that.
285 i dont know, the answers i put are just what i would put if this was for a regular school year too
286 I don't really have a suggestion
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287 I don't really know I didn't enjoy Distance Learning it's like school but I don't get to see my friends at all
288 I don't really know.
289 I don't really know. For me it's way harder to understand stuff and get stuff done online
290 i don't think i have one
291 I don't think it can be done.
292 I doubt you’d ever even look in to this suggestion.y suggestions are to have the teachers not rely on programs or websites, rather lightly use 

the textbooks. Too many times did the teachers either completely relied on a program or website to teach the subject or give too much 
time-consuming homework that would pound information rather than actually teach the lesson. The work given should be concise instead 
of repetitive.

293 i feel like all of the teachers need to participate fully....i feel like they all need to offer some sort of learning.. half the teachers never even 
participated.

294 I feel like stronger connections and more "face to face" calls with teachers involving most of the class should play a bigger role in our 
distance education as it could be the best way to try to mimic the real class setting we used to be in.

295 I feel that the techniques used helped a lot I have no suggestions.
296 I felt no purpose in doing distance learning
297 I felt that we didn't have enough structure to our day.
298 I had teachers (one specifically) who almost never returned our emails or comments. When TEACHER did respond it was something along 

the lines of "figure it out" or "really, you should know this". They also gave out way too much work. I have a sibling who was in third grade 
and got about two hours of work each day. She had little to none motivation and I hear that this is what is was like with other young 
students. So my one suggestion would be to go back to school, or at least have a half or blocked schedule. I learned nothing durning 
Distance Learning, and me and my sibling mental health is going down fast. My parents work full time and could not help us almost ever. 
Therefore, I strongly believe that students during the 2020-2021 school year should have some sort of in-person interaction.

299 i have a learning disability and need extra help for distant learning
300 I have no idea what to say, the reason it was so hard for me was due to lack of motivation because of mental health issues. I do not feel that 

my teachers could have changed anything to help me. I think that making it more interactive would help overall though
301 I have no suggestion
302 I have no suggestion to add to me it was perfectly issued
303 I have no suggestions.
304 I have none
305 I have none.
306 I hope that teachers next year start assigning work that actually teaches us certain topics because sometimes it just felt like busy work
307 I hope the teachers can answer me with proper questions when I ask them about my homework and how to solve it.
308 I improve my grade and complete my all class work
309 I improved on math and English and other more
310 I just don’t learn this way. I’m more of a hands on student and prefer to be in class to learn. That’s when I succeed in the must.
311 I learn better through visuals and hearing it so maybe have every teacher do zoom calls.
312 I learn by listening so would prefer recorded classes on YouTube with teacher willing to answer questions by email
313 I need a teacher to help me in person  on a daily basis and to ask questions right when I need help. Scheduling a meeting for help is very 

frustrating and the tech part was difficult at first.  I don’t like distance learning. It doesn’t work well for someone like me, with a learning 
challenge.

314 I need to see my teachers in class
315 I never did they never called or tell me while they were cleaning the school they said we didn't have to come
316 I personally think Distanced Learning works great, if everyone can have easy access to it.
317 I really appreciated when teacher’s gave all the school work for the week on Monday. It’s helpful to plan out my schoolwork for the week.

318 I really didn't like it
319 I really dont know i want to go back to school, maybe more zooming, well during distance learning i didnt really learn alot beacause i dont 

understand, i only understand when i am live witha teacher distance learning is becoming reallly difficult to learn
320 I really wanna go back to school but  I don’t have any suggestions about the distance learning either 😊
321 I should be reliable to get through to my teachers through email and they respond within a day or two
322 I should do more of my homework. (Translated from Spanish)
323 I should have woken up earlier to attend the zoom meetings in order to learn and complete my assignments
324 I should improve going to a little more zoom meetings
325 I should most likely not procrastinate to do things honestly because of my laziness, but overall work is easy and can be easily done.
326 I struggled the most in math and engineering. For math, their needs to be more instruction videos by the teacher with zoom calls set for 

questions. For engineering, their was a bunch of tech problems because I needed to be connected to a PC. Their was a workaround, but their 
is too many glitches for me to make good time on those assignments.

327 I suggest that we do more recorded lessons and meetings.
328 I think applications need to adapt. One issue I had was problems such as google classroom not updating constantly which occasionally 

made it hard to keep up. I also think things should have been more consistent and organized. I heard so many different instructions and 
grading scales were inconsistent.

329 I think having more organized daily schedules within each class would have helped.
330 I think if they thoroughly explained things more or if not answer the students questions if they ask one
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331 I think it would've been great if admin made sure everyone had internet service before distance learning started.
332 I think its fine just the way it is
333 I think one is I need to slow down a little bit
334 I think teachers should assign tests at the beginning of the week and not on Fridays. With the current situation, students are forced to do 

work on the weekends. Students should have the option to do their work on weekdays or weekends and not forced to do it whenever the 
teacher makes them.

335 I think teachers should definitely assign more work for us to learn more.
336 I think that Distance Learning so far has been great, so I am okay for now.
337 I think that more of the teachers should do zoom meetings because only my Language Arts/History teacher did zoom meetings.
338 I think that my teachers should make videos more showing how to do the websites and giving the information, because I spent more than 

half of the time trying to figure out how to use the sources/websites.
339 I think that setting up a consistent schedule (e.g. first &secind period zoom on monday, etc) would help less confusion and give an allusion 

of a more normal day. With the immense change in this accountability was difficult to come by, but I know of program where teachers can 
intersperse questions (that one must get like 85% correct) in a pre-recorded lesson to make sure the student are actually paying attention.

340 i think that the teachers should try to see if the kids are able to do zoom before they start it so they can make some time.
341 I think that they should not assign us so much work because it was a difficult and quick transition and having a lot of work was not helpful.

342 I think the teachers were not very enthusiastic about distance learning and so I did not feel very enthusiastic. There were only zoom classes 
for two of my subjects. The other classes just assigned work. There was a lot of work assigned that felt mundane.  However, I felt this way at 
regular school.  I liked being home, though, because I felt more relaxed. If I had to design next year, I would actually like to be online but 
with more meaningful work and I want to try to be more on top of things. I didn't really know what was going on sometimes and I want to 
try to be better next year. I think there needs to be help for students to adjust to online learning. I had a lot of problems using zoom with the 
district computer and this was so frustrating.  I wonder if we could use Google meets or Discord.  I think there needs to be more 
communication directly from the teacher, not just on google classroom. I found a lot of the material to be boring and it felt like it was 
homework for the sake of homework.

343 I think this is fine. I hate distance learning, but it is being well executed.
344 I think we could try to have a better alert system for new assignments, as sometimes teachers would assign things on weekends when you 

weren't checking the classroom stream.
345 I think we should have a set amount for the amount of work. I had experience of some teachers assigning way to much work, but all my 

other teachers found the right balance. I also think we should have way more zoom calls. Only one of my teachers did any zoom calls and 
they were very helpful.

346 I think we should have regular scheduled zoom meetings to answer questions.
347 I thought distance learning was well run as it is and I don'y have anything I would like changed.
348 I thought everything was perfectly fine
349 I understand that all the learning is done on a device, but after a while it gives me a headache. It would be nice if some of the assignments 

were done on paper somehow.
350 I want my teachers to be a little bit more supportive of their students.
351 I will prefer to go to school and not online school
352 I wish the technology was a little better.
353 I wished that there was more recorded and live lessons.
354 I would answer these questions differently for different teachers. Some of them responded to me and some of them didn't. Some of them 

taught in a way that was best for me and some of them didn't.
355 I would have my teachers teach a bit more. My science teacher didn’t really teach, TEACHER said to try again and she didn’t even say 

sometimes how to do things. Because of that, I would have a helper or another teacher helping with the other main teacher so that there 
would be multiple people there to help students if one couldn’t. They could be on zoom or available for email most of the day to help.

356 I would like detailed steps and/or direct rule to an important project or an assignment with high points.
357 I would like it, if all the teachers post the work early in the morning and not halfway into the day.
358 I would like more feedback on assignments.
359 I would like teachers to give more feedback. I had some that graded work, but others that provided no feedback on the work I submitted.

360 I would like to go back to school!
361 I would like to have more physical resources on hand.
362 I would maybe liked more talking time with my teachers.
363 I would much rather go back to regular school. I would definitely prefer that over Distance learning
364 I would say that my teachers gave me way too much work. I felt like I got a lot more than what I would get if I actually went to school. Also, I 

have practice everyday so it was hard to get work done.
365 I would say that we should not have it because it is not helpful and easier in class, but if we had to do distance learning them I would say that 

you should make teachers have zoom meetings every day.
366 I would say to have more assignments that are not completed online, like art activities or writing activities, etc.
367 I would suggest adding more interactivity to zoom meetings so it feels more like a real classroom.
368 I would suggest making zoom calls more balanced for each student, considering I had 3 throughout all of distance learning and my brother 

had 2-3 every week. I would also suggest making this survey better in terms of giving us a decent variety in answers to choose from.
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369 I would suggest not giving us multiple very hard projects to do in such a little time.
370 I would suggest that more teachers do zoom because only half of my teachers did zoom. I would also suggest that teachers are more 

educated on how to use zoom more effectively as a tool to help students learn and challenge themselves.
371 I would suggest that the teachers include a little bit more personal feedback into their teaching.
372 I would suggest to have lesson on a video call instead of using zoom just to check in because me and possibly other students work better 

interacting with people instead of getting a assignment and doing it by yourself.
373 I would wish that the teachers could help more.
374 I’d like to have days during the week (M-Fri) where I’m able to go to class physically. Being at home where everything’s comfortable doesn’t 

help me learn, it makes me less motivated; I become lazy. Being in a different environment where there’s face-to-face learning makes 
everything a lot easier. By having this educational pattern of in-class and distance learning days, kids will have the opportunity to get help 
while in-class and feel a little more motivated when they distance learn.

375 I’d suggest a more neat process of communication, and that the teachers explain a little bit better of what we are to do.
376 I’d suggest to assign a teacher a zoom meeting within the week and maybe a little less homework.
377 I’m not really sure
378 I’m not sure
379 Idk
380 Idk
381 Idk
382 Idk
383 Idk
384 Idk
385 idk i j didn’t like it that much in general
386 If distance learning continues into next yea,r I would recommend contacting teachers with google classroom tips and teaching methods. I 

say this because some teachers were confused by google classroom, and this can affect learning.
387 If some students refuse or are obviously uncomfortable with joining zoom meetings or video calls for schoolwork, please give them an 

option of not having to join and have their teacher send them all information in email.
388 If teachers can pre-record their lessons and then answer questions from students
389 If the teacher could explain the lesson plans more, instead of just assigning us work.
390 If you have to do distance learning, there should be meet ups with the teachers in person. It's too hard, and you feel too alone, when you're 

behind a computer screen all the time.
391 I'm not sure nothing comes to mind (Translated from Spanish)
392 Im not sure. Its just hard to keep motivation. So maybe a way to feel motivated??? Besides just grades something to look forward to.
393 In my experience, I liked zoom calls less that I liked documents, videos, and other pre-made things where I can process things at my own pace

394 Increase the communication with the class as a whole, student with student, and teacher with student. I preferred zoom Calls over Google 
Meet, and they greatly benefitted me in the classes that held them.

395 Inform the teachers clearly and tell teachers to not assign so much because its extremely damaging to our mental health and is very stressful. 
Its important to do work HOWEVER some teachers went overboard and assigned way too much

396 Instead of giving meaningless assignments talk about the stuff we have to learn because just giving out work doesn't help anyone work 
especially if its extremely easy to cheat.

397 Instead of teachers updating schoolwork everyday, have everything posted on Monday. Many students as myself don't have time to do 
homework everyday to check it and it only makes me have missing homework that wasn't posted on Monday.

398 Instead of using apps to learn, would like to learn by teacher instruction.
399 Interact with your teachers more
400 Introduce better 3rd party websites to assist in learning. Most programs used (screencastafy, smart music, etc) were awful.
401 It felt really like empty at times because there was not much interactions with other students, so maybe more group projects where we can 

pick our partner because it made me feel a lot better doing those because it is more interaction.
402 It is a bit worrying to miss ciriculum to be ready for future ciriculum and tests especially in math and science.
403 it is so hard sometime but the teacher don't example to you what to do
404 It needs to be a set schedule every day. ex: I was in school for 6 periods I should see my teachers every day for each period. My teachers were 

great, however, I think the they had no clue what they should be doing on a day to day basis.
405 It needs to be more organized and every teacher should be using the same platform and guidelines.  Everyone was doing it differently and it 

was very difficult to figure out who wanted what when and where to check.  Some assignments were on the calendar and others weren't  -- it 
was so frustrating.

406 it should be better
407 It was great
408 It would be great if teachers gave more notice to when your zoom meeting is. It would also be great if zoom meetings were scheduled at 

specific times. For example every 9th grade English teacher zooms at 9, on a specific day. And 9th grade math teachers zoom at 9 on a 
different day from English. The hope is that students won’t have multiple zooms for different classes at the same time on the same day.

409 It would be helpful to have the teachers record some audio for their lessons/ assignments.
410 It would be nice if the teachers routinely checked assignments to make sure there are no questions on them even if they are old.
411 It would help if all teachers used the same form of communication. It got confusing looking around for assignments and daily surveys. Many 

teachers only posted the survey once so every day I would have to dig through a different Google Classroom or Edmodo classroom back to 
the day the survey was posted. This was tedious and I missed a good number of surveys because it was very inconvenient.
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412 It’s hard for me to learn distance cuz I don’t have teachers right there to talk to when I have questions. I’m more of an experience, hands on 
type learner and distance learning makes that nearly impossible. The things u get are worksheets and video lessons. Nothing tangible which 
is y I struggled

413 It's hard to motivate yourself at home. If there was some way of motivating students, that might help.
414 Its like school
415 Join more clas meetings.
416 Join more zoom.
417 just bring irl school .
418 Just do when there an assignment came out.
419 Just don’t do it. School should have ended the moment the shelter order went out. None of this distance learning clownery.
420 Just give us (the students) the same amount of work you gave in class. So don’t make the assignments to big.
421 Just keep on doing what you're doing because it is great
422 Just let the teachers run things the way they want.
423 Just make sure we go back to school
424 Just open up school distant learning Dosent help
425 just pay attention
426 Just stay focus
427 Just stop with this distance learning bs
428 just the teachers need to do better with instructions and how much work they give and also the due dates not everyone is available to finish 

work between the due date and times.
429 just to let me know when I was suppose to have zoom classes
430 Keep classes online and constant
431 keep in touch with students
432 Keep the grading scale as is. It makes it easier for us students to complete assignments and pass given the circumstances.
433 keep up good work
434 Keeping myself motivated
435 keeping the lessons manageable
436 Keeping up with assignments
437 learn in person
438 Learning at my home is nearly impossible bc I find it hard to distinguish home time from school time seeing as they both happen at the same 

place
439 learning how to social distance more
440 less assignments, more emphasis on interacting with classmates/involvement
441 Less awkward
442 Less complicated work
443 Less frequent zoom calls
444 less homework and access to youtube videos that are assigned for homework
445 Less homework because not many people feel like doing it when you don’t have real school the next day.
446 Less homework.
447 less homework. homework comes in large amounts at unpredictable and stressful times and it made learning miserable.
448 less hw
449 Less quizzes
450 Less work
451 Less work
452 Less work
453 Less work
454 Less work
455 Less work
456 Less work
457 Less work
458 Less work at once
459 Less work because I have 6 teachers that assigned a lot everyday
460 Less work because some people are busy and don't have all day to do school work
461 less work during the week
462 Less work from each class
463 Less work load
464 less work throughout the week
465 Less work.
466 Less work. I feel like I like a lot of mini easy assignments rather than a few complicated ones, especially during distance learning.
467 Less workload and more understanding of students struggling
468 Less zoom calls
469 less zoom calls and more internet access
470 Less zoom meetings and more recorded lessons
471 Less zoom meetings since we have two or more other classes with the same time and day scheduled.
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472 Lessen the load
473 Lessen zoom calls... there was no point
474 lessons
475 let the deadlines for assignments be a little longer, so we have a bit more time in our week to do what we want
476 Let us enjoy the end of the world:)
477 Let us go back to school
478 Live lessons and more contact with teachers.
479 Look at the books they given me in case I needed help
480 Make a system where students grades can go down if they don’t do their distance learning. Since there was no consequences for not doing 

the work this is the way for students to get away with not doing work.
481 make actual curriculum. I just got handed random worksheets and told to do it. No learning. I had to use the internet to be my teacher
482 Make better connections
483 Make distance learning mandatory and not optional. Students should not be given the option to not do assignments because as a result they 

won't be learning anything and won't be prepared for the next level.
484 Make every teacher have one mandatory zoom meeting, so they know that all students are engaged in learning.
485 Make every teacher use Google Classroom, don’t require zoom calls but instead have consistent schedules for weekly work in each class 

(TEACHER, TEACHER, and TEACHER did great with this)
486 Make everyone in the class turn off their videos
487 Make homework easier to understand. Make zoom calls required. Don’t require a lot of different websites to go too and post links in 

assignment. Prefer everything be in google classroom but if not then post link in assignment. Offer one on one help or tutoring.
488 Make it a requirement. Making it so that grades can't go down means that many student like myself didn't need to even try
489 Make it in order of the period like in regular classes.
490 make it less confusing and more organized
491 Make it more engaging
492 Make it seem like a normal school day and not just some assignments here and there.
493 Make more zoom lessons.
494 make stuff only due during the week, not on sundays
495 Make sure all of our attachments are on classroom
496 Make sure all teachers are actually teaching. TEACHER did not teach at all,just handed out homework that we had to learn ourselves.  More 

zoom meetings
497 Make sure teachers are having lessons with their students and are not just posting videos or worksheets.
498 Make sure teachers coordinate and not completely overwhelm them to the point of mental breakdowns.
499 make sure teachers just use one or two different website accounts instead of making us sign up for 5+
500 Make sure that all the teachers know how to use all the technology tools.
501 Make sure the instructions you give are very detailed because I struggled with understanding what to do most of the time. Give support 

once and awhile so your students know you actually care. Make things a little interesting so we don’t lose interest.
502 Make sure the students have the google classroom code before the classes start so they don’t miss anything
503 make teachers nicer about distance learning
504 Make teachers, but especially counselors not available. Also the daily surveys are annoying and distract from actual work assigned from our 

teachers.
505 Make the assignments a little more interesting.
506 Make the assignments like this where you have to read an article and answer questions
507 Make the documents to where we can type in them.
508 Make the instructions more clear for assignments.
509 Make the work mandatory, so students actually do the work.
510 make the work on a day to day basis they only give us work like ms sasser had a daily worksheet why cant we do that then english and history

511 make the zoom classes manditory, just assigned assignments without verbal instruction was incredibly difficult for me to follow
512 make things stricter
513 Make use of video call service platforms such as zoom or Google Meet for the entire district. zoom has a guide for school administrators to 

"rolling out zoom" and covers security regarding use of the zoom client. Official districtwide use of such a platform would promote unity in 
online distance learning. I think educators, staff, administrators, and students would all be much more on the same page if these platforms 
were endorsed by the district. Supporting distance learning at the district level with these video call services would provide more normalcy 
in daily life to students and motivate them to join in and participate in class calls by enforcing school times and engaging them in learning 
like a traditional class setting does.

514 Making a better schedule.But,at least I got my work done.
515 Making it clear which meeting ID and password are currently working.
516 Making it equally accessible to everyone. I understand that such things are basically impossible, but my peers and I had variant experiences 

and there should be consistency.
517 mamond
518 Many teachers did not actually give lessons– students were provided the work to do and some resources to go off of. While this was 

manageable and I, in no way, blame teachers, having actual class lessons would be helpful.
519 math
520 math
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521 Math papers with questions and diagrams is not fun or ok to me
522 Math should be more hands on and not videos
523 Maximum of one zoom meeting per day.
524 Maybe add like sessions for like more in detail descriptions for assignments
525 Maybe don't put out seven assignments on one Monday, and instead spread it through the whole weekend so we could have time to do each 

individual assignment, other then that it's good. (only one teacher does that of mine)
526 Maybe enforce the rules like taking attendance in a zoom meeting or something
527 Maybe have more instructions.
528 Maybe if teachers had a more organized schedule for giving out assignments. Some teachers would give us a few assignments a week that 

took us a day or two to work on. Then the next week, they would give us one really long assignment, and then do something totally different 
the next week. Other teachers changed how they gave out assignments almost every week. It was just very confusing and made it a little hard 
to keep up.

529 Maybe just give all the teachers the option to have meetings over 40 minutes, because I know that some of my teachers had to pay to get 
meetings over 40 minutes.

530 Maybe make instructions more clearer please
531 Maybe not to much work and teachers can teach better
532 Maybe once in a while just have a one on one lesson with us kids.
533 Maybe one assignment a week instead of multiple daily.
534 Maybe possibly have the teachers give times for each period to go to any website needed in our work. Though I know that might be difficult 

but it was also difficult for all of us because some websites were very hard to access considering so many people were trying to go to the 
same website.

535 Maybe some tips or more information on how to do an assignment that we do not understand. Examples, pics, clips etc
536 Maybe stop giving unneccessary assignment just for busy work that provides nothing except stress and more things to do.
537 maybe there should be some fun assignments after the must do assignments.
538 Maybe to make sure all hour teacher send you a request because for two weeks I wasn’t getting any homework or zoom meeting for my math 

teacher I have doing zoom with the other ones but TEACHER, and he write on my Bogarde that I never participated on google class I was 
disappointed but Is good because I can do it without stress that I need to respond in a short time but I really like to see my teacher and 
friends

539 Maybe to not over load us students with work? Some of us don't know how to keep a schedule, so giving us a bunch of work at one time may 
not be very wise. I suggest that teachers space out the work loads , but only a little bit :)

540 Maybe work in less quantities
541 Methods to decrease procrastination
542 Missing assignments
543 More activities and assignments that are not featured on a screen (I get headaches when I’m on the screen for too long:)
544 More Calls to explain lessons
545 more communication
546 More communication between teachers to talk about how much they are giving their students. Have a more uniform way of giving out 

assignments and due dates.
547 More communication from teachers after giving a lesson. Like a check in or something.
548 More competitions and creative assignments/projects and less homework with flexible due dates.
549 More connections with teachers.
550 More consideration in the students ability to participate fully in Distance Learning, understanding that learning at home can be very 

difficult especially in the environment you live in.
551 More consistent and required zoom meetings.  Consistency among teachers.  Some were great while some were MIA.
552 more consistent class meetings with teachers
553 More effort form teachers, and less piling upon piling on work.
554 more explanation
555 More explanations do meeting for math and less work for the week
556 More feedback, respond to emails
557 More focus
558 more help with work
559 More homework and more zooms.
560 More in person zooms.
561 More involvement from the teachers. I had only 3/6 who rlly gave me work
562 More live leassons
563 More live teacher instruction time would have been better
564 More live video calls for learning from teachers.
565 more meetings
566 More projects than one day assignments
567 More projects that give me freedom to explore (and allow for teachers to give substantial feedback) instead of heaps and heaps of busy work 

that gets no feedback at all. I got this in one class (with TEACHER) and it's really the only class that was interesting and that I feel I grew and 
learned from during distance learning. My core teacher (TEACHER) also provided some of this kind of work.

568 More recorded lessons
569 More recorded lessons from teacher’s.
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570 More structure would've been helpful. It's hard to stay focused during the day at home. Also, mandatory one-on-on time with the teachers 
each week  (phone or video). That would've been helpful to go over classwork and keep track of my learning.

571 more support and contact from the teachers like returning emails
572 More teacher feedback
573 more teachers should do zoom rather than assigning things with no way of connecting
574 More video calls
575 More video calls. Not all my teachers did them.
576 more videos
577 More videos from teachers.
578 More visuals about the topic
579 more ways to communicate with teachers
580 More ways to interact with the teachers to get clear instructions
581 more work that is spread easily throughout the weak
582 More zoom calls
583 More zoom calls
584 More zoom calls
585 More zoom calls instead of giving handfuls of assignments on google classroom.
586 More zoom calls so we get a more easy thought plan
587 More zoom calls with students.
588 More zoom classes and more explanation
589 More zoom less video.
590 More zoom lessons and recorded lessons to watch
591 more zoom meeting, work explained better, more time between assaignments
592 More zoom meetings
593 More zoom meetings
594 more zoom meetings and discord would be nice
595 More zoom meetings for classes and make teachers teach and use the whiteboard like they would in class.
596 More zoom meetings to answer questions.
597 More zoom meetings with all teachers
598 More zooms
599 More zooms
600 More zooms
601 Most of my teachers did great on the workload but there was one who assigned an amount of reading that I couldn't motivate myself to do 

most days. Since it's harder for teachers to motivate their students in distance learning, I think they might, unfortunately, have to loosen 
their curriculum, or just tweak it, enough that it's reasonable to assume that their students will be able to motivate themselves. I'm not sure 
if I'm supposed to mention classes by name, but it was honestly only one class that I had difficulties with the workload of, every other class 
had enjoyable and accomplishable assignments.

602 My experience with distance learning was more splotchy. While I had a couple really great teachers that made sure to update us and keep us 
informed and connect with us, I have two teachers who said only one thing during the entire time we were distance learning.

603 My procrastination
604 My school gave me a survey. I wrote a lot in that survey. I was honest and very harsh. I would read my answers to that survey.
605 My suggestion is , when the schools gone open and we go back to school to learn better. Because when we are at home and have online 

lessons we cannot learn better lesson. When we are at home we need help to do our homework, because in our house their is no one to help 
us, my father gone help me sometimes but most of he is at work. When we are at school our teachers gone help us and give us more lecture 
to learn better and it’s will be easy for me to learn better.thats all.               -Thank you-

606 My suggestion is that I need to be more active
607 My suggestion is that when teachers are trying to have zoom meetings, they should maybe try communicating with each other to try to 

make a schedule so that one teacher does not assign a zoom meeting that starts at the same time as someone else's zoom meeting. I suggest 
this because there were a few times when I had two or more zoom meetings that were starting at the same time.

608 My suggestion is to not have assignments that are due in the same day given or due early the next day because sometimes we are busy on 
that day and cannot have it done.

609 My suggestion thru my distance learning experience was to improve to get better thru grades thats all
610 N/a
611 Never do it again
612 never have it again!!!!! :(
613 never let it happen again, was the worst possible way to deal with school. didnt learn anything and the attendance system was poorly 

maintained.
614 never use it again and just leave the schools open
615 no
616 no
617 No crononavirus
618 No distance learning, I can’t get anything done outside the classroom.
619 No homework
620 No learning
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621 No matter what you do, distance learning can never be better and more educational than regular learning
622 No more zoom calls
623 No suggestions
624 No suggestions
625 no video calls unless its about something important
626 No zoom calls text instead I enjoyed distance learning more than regular school days!
627 No zooms way less homework and the same grading as the end of the year for less stress
628 none
629 none
630 none
631 none
632 none
633 none
634 none
635 none
636 none
637 none
638 none
639 none
640 none
641 none
642 none its perfect
643 None! It went smoothly :)
644 None! Just don’t do it! It’s terrible, and it’s extremely inconvenient and extremely unmotivating. If it was permanent I wouldn’t be able to 

focus the same as being in my actual schools campus.
645 Not all teachers provided the same level of instruction. Only one of my teachers actually spent time teaching. Suggestion- Consistency 

among the teachers.
646 not alot of work
647 Not as much work considering there is people dying around the world
648 Not as much work. Too stressful, kids are already unhappy I think due to their unnatural environment (not around teachers, friends) they 

were already not as motivated.
649 Not assigning loads of assignments at once
650 Not connecting class work and school work, because we did it all at home anyway
651 not do it
652 Not do it again plz
653 Not doing it
654 Not getting distracted while doing my works.
655 Not give so much work
656 not have distance learning. I actually learn in a classroom setting, not my bedroom, unfortunately.
657 Not have it
658 not let teachers post on the weekends because we dont look at it on the weekends. On regular school we dont attend school on weekends.

659 Not making zoom lessons a requirement but having different option of learning.
660 Not sure
661 Not sure
662 Not sure
663 Not to assign work in overwhelming portions.
664 Not to be so overwhelming with assignments and one on one contact when a student is confused or needs more help
665 Not to give so much work
666 Not to have distance learning because concentrating at home is almost  impossible.
667 Not to stress people out that much when they already feel stressed about quarantine.
668 not use mango for distance learning languages, have interactive classes and making sure every class has zooms every once in a while.
669 nothing
670 nothing
671 nothing
672 nothing
673 nothing
674 nothing
675 nothing
676 nothing
677 nothing
678 nothing  it was fine
679 nothing everything is good
680 nothing i dont like anything about it
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681 Nothing I enjoyed this experience
682 nothing i feel we should be in school learning because most people dont do the work when were distance learning
683 Nothing I want to go back to regular school
684 Nothing it was fine i just needed to focus more
685 nothing really
686 Nothing really, there is only so much you can do with Distance Learning.
687 Nothing really.  It’s a challenge at the beginning but you get used to it.
688 noting
689 nun
690 One class per day
691 one of my teachers never answered emails or google classroom comments even after talking to my counselor about it
692 One science teacher would make a video and use poster paper to write with a felt pen. It was like being in class. That's my favorite. The band 

teacher did that too. Most teachers wrote LOOOooong typed letters.Got confusing. Then most didn't know how to attatch a form, but I 
have good computer skills so I knew how to make a document. But 2 friends couldn't. I tried to help them make a document, so they could 
answer the questions in the letter. LangArts had book being read-so i could read along--I liked that. The system requires alot of bouncing 
from page to page--didn't like that,but I knew how to do that. I had friends who would get confused going from page to page or who coudn't 
type. They just quit school. Said they'd take their former grade for the last semester. The teachers would say look att UTube video--but 
chrome wouldn't let me. Overall I was frustrated. My mom had to sit with me the hours each day it took to do school. So not like school. 
Overall didn't learn much,but I checked in each day. That attendance form was stupid. Felt teachers didn't care, they were busy too with 
their life. And I like my teachers. Friends that called or texted me felt teachers didn't care. So I felt very isolated. My PE teacher said only 25 
of 125 students were doing anything. Lang Arts Teacher said only 6 of 34 were doing work. That was the first 2 weeks so maybe it got better. I 
thought , dang it would be easier to just do nothing--like everyone else. So my mom made me only work till we were frustrated-LOL. So most 
days 1-2 hours. But some days we struggled on for 4+ hours. Awful!!!!

693 One suggestion I can improve on my Distance Learning is to remember better because even though I do my work and understand it and 
listen I later forget on how to do it.

694 One suggestion I have is make a Schedule/time slots with the periods during the weeks. Like 1st, 2nd and 3rd periods on Mondays and 
Wednesday and the other classes on Tuesday and Thursday. All of my teachers picked strange times to do zoom meeting because they did 
not want to interfere with other classes.

695 One suggestion I have is to have it mandatory that teacher learn a little bit about google classoom to better prepare them for a situation like 
the one we have now.

696 One suggestion I have to improve my distance learning experience is talking/asking my teachers if I have any questions or anything else. I 
didn't really have any questions during my distance learning experience, but if I did, I would need to improve on asking questions because 
I'm not good at that.

697 One suggestion is to explain the work more.
698 One suggestion is to have more zoom calls to teach lessons and answer questions.
699 One suggestion is to lessen the workload  a bit because it can be a bit overwhelming all at once.
700 One suggestion that I have to improve my Distance Learning Experience is instead of a lot of busy work that I don't learn a lot from, a few 

assignments or projects that are very constructive and have a purpose to them.
701 One suggestion that I have to improve on my distance learning is making more time for online work, considering the fact that I literally have 

all F's currently,
702 One suggestion that I would have to improve is trying not to be focus on one subject if I didn't understand and work on other subjects and 

come back to that one work. Also trying to take breaks in between lessons.
703 One suggestion would be to empathize with the students in giving less work because I often found myself stressed out and spending the 

whole day working doing work.
704 One suggestion would be to have more instructional videos on how to do the exercises or homework lessons.
705 One week I waited until the last minute, I still turned in all assignments on time, I think I needed someone to check up on me, to make sure I 

was working on my homework everyday. So one improvement I would make, I say one because the DL was great, is for teachers to send a 
message to the class reminding them to do homework.

706 Online notes
707 Only 2 and a half hours of work like egusd. They did a lot better.
708 open back schools
709 Open up the schools
710 Organization of the whole system overall and better communication because often times teachers would leave us in he dark and we 

wouldn’t know what was going on.
711 organize assignments through weeks with one file each containing what we needed to learn for that specific week
712 organize it. not all teachers at as active as one another. it’s already distracting enough to be at home so when you have no teachers to 

remind you what to keep on them most likely you’ll get caught up in something else. also most of my teachers didn’t hold zoom meetings 
and i can’t really learn at all without being in person or at least being able to speak with them.

713 Other teachers doing zoom class
714 p.e
715 Participation
716 Personal interaction with students
717 Personally I'm a procrastinator so for some classes having everything due on Friday is a little too tempting
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718 Personally, my teachers gave little to no instruction and assigned book work rather than teach the subjects over zoom. I learnbest being told 
information and taking notes on it rather than reading, so it was hard to understand what I was doing and be motivated to continue doing 
it.

719 Pertaining to SCHOOL, they need to give way less homework. The amount of homework given was truly overwhelming. I couldn't reach my 
counselor till almost may. My mom sent emails to the principal, vice principal and counselor several times. The principal never responded, 
only received a couple of emails from the vice principal and same from counselor. There was not a lot of feedback from most of the teaches 
most of the time it was work, work and more work. I spent my days doing homework practically all day, This past couple of months have 
been extremely hard. As a student with ADHD and a 504 plan, help and guidance was very limited.

720 Plan ahead with other teachers, Sometimes there is too much homework to complete in a week so have plans and communication with 
other teachers to plan a better schedule, or reduce a little of the homework each week. Also my sleep schedule is ruined so make the 
assignments have better dates because my sleep schedule is ruined.

721 please check in on kids who aren’t doing well/not participating. not everyone is cut out for distance learning and may need help. struggling 
students won’t always take the initiative to reach out themselves.

722 Please don't give an assignment that needs to be turned in a few days later because it's isn't as easy learning something on your own rather 
than in school.

723 Please give us more helpful guides to create a routine where we can feel motivated to do school work, and help us so that we, as student, can 
feel more motivate to do the assignments. Instead of creating the feeling like the class assignments were just "dead weight" or a pile of stress 
that we have to take care of before the end of the week; it feels similar to a chore.

724 Please no zoom, It steals our information. And please, have the teachers actually respond to emails. Thank you.
725 Possibly more zoom calls.
726 Posting assignments in the morning if possible and giving maybe an extra day to complete them.
727 Prefer that Learning Solutions (aide) work with me for distance learning.
728 Prepare better
729 Probably have teachers actually do zoom classes and actually reply back on google classroom!
730 Probably less zooms classes than we had, i felt like it was a bitto much to have them every single day of a school week at 10am.
731 Probably more zoom meetings or videos about probably how to do an assignment.
732 Probably, telling myself don't procrastinate.
733 Projects
734 Provide more specific feedback and interaction
735 Put us back in school
736 Read the whole instructions first
737 Record themselves do the lesson
738 Reduce distance learning
739 Reply to emails faster, and double check what your posting.
740 Require attendance and participation. Have teachers use the textbooks instead of solely relying on their powerpoints.
741 Require regular weekly class meetings via zoom for all classes
742 Respond more quickly please!!
743 Review the amount of work given to students. It felt like a lot of work to be done on my own in an environment where my distractions were 

very high.
744 schedule reminders with zoom meetings with teachers peers and my advisor
745 Scheduled homework.
746 School atleast 2 days a week and the rest online
747 science
748 science
749 Science was very difficult to accomplish. Too much work and assignments were hard.
750 science?
751 sdc kids need more support
752 Several teachers assigned inordinate amounts of work with little communication and NO lectures or zoom meetings of any kind. To improve 

distance learning, teachers should try to continue lectures and homework amounts as close to normal as possible instead failing to teach 
and just assigning more work that necessary in hopes that we will teach ourselves. However, I do hope that distance learning continues as it 
was overall effective and at times better than regular school attendance.

753 Shorter zoom classes
754 Sitting at the table for all 6 hours
755 Slow down on giving out work. I felt a bit of stress but I won’t complain. It’s was a fast transition so i understand.
756 some days at school to learn, ask questions, talk to teachers then work at home some days.
757 Some of my teachers were not very consistent with communicating with students. Also, I think it would be beneficial if teachers 

communicated more among teachers because there were times were multiple teachers would assign large assignments during the same 
week, so it became really overwhelming. Adding to that, there was multiple classes that I had that didn’t hold zoom meetings. I think it is 
important that students actually talk to their teachers just to make things seem as normal as possible during these unfortunate times. At 
least every teacher should hold 2 zoom meetings a month.

758 Some sort of tech support group or person to help with online problems
759 Some subjects were harder to learn when not being physically in the class.
760 Some teachers didn’t post work at all
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761 Some teachers didn’t understand the grading policy from the district and it ended up being frustrating for students to keep the grade they 
deserved. Teachers should also try to answer their email more often

762 Some teachers should be more considerate of the situation and try to help students to maintain good grades or be able to have a chance to 
boost up their grade by giving extra credits since they cannot have any tests.

763 Some way to hold me accountable for doing my work without so much stress in an already stressful time.
764 Something i noticed was the different levels of teaching by each teacher. My PE and Core teachers were very good about staying in touch and 

making sure we were learning while my science and math teachers seemed like they could care less
765 Sometimes give more thorough instructions
766 space out the work load
767 Spend more time with homework
768 Stay focused
769 Stay home so we can stop distance learning
770 Stop making the due dates so close.
771 Stop procrastinating
772 strongly push the idea of zoom meetings. little to none group projects
773 Take into consideration that some, if not all the students, are struggling mentally and emotionally because of the current situation, and not 

give out too much schoolwork.
774 Take more into accountability of how much the students need time for their mental health.
775 Talk with other teachers more. My school had a good idea to have a project style assignment that can be done over the course of a week but I 

did have one week where I had 4 major projects all due within the same 3 days
776 Teach on calls more instead of assigning videos made by other people
777 Teacher assign all work on Monday with due date for Friday
778 teacher need to be more accessible
779 teacher needs to communicate more with student
780 Teacher to be more involve and availability when needed for questions
781 Teachers being more understanding i cannot complete my work if my mental health isn’t great
782 Teachers could send out recorded lessons rather than relying on live interaction
783 teachers don't give as much busy work and provide more interesting work
784 Teachers need major training if the disrict's going to continue distance ed. Recorded mini lectures, PowerPoint voice overs, specific links to 

internet tutorials, zoom tutors, etc. Teachers should try to follow the same format setting up their Google classrooms and use best practices 
so there's consistency as a students go between each teacher's Google classroom. Thanks for all of your hardwork and we especially 
appreciate borrowing the Chromebook.

785 Teachers need to be more available to students online.
786 Teachers need to be more fair when commenting on participation for semester grades.
787 Teachers need to realize that loading us with busy work is not effective teaching! Same lesson format was also excruciatingly boring.  

Teaching using Kahn Academy is not teaching,  I need to see a lesson to understand!  I feel really behind in math now!! When the district 
made it so our grades didn't change AND took 3 weeks to get us started, I basically gave up in frustration and did nothing because I already 
had all A's in my classes.  Distance learning was a waste of time and made an already frustrating experience even worse!

788 Teachers need to respond to their email account. Or provide students their phone number.
789 Teachers need to try harder on making it feel like we are still in the classroom and not sitting in my room doing the work. Teachers need to 

do better on explaining the work themselves rather than just giving us an educational YouTube video to watch. Teachers need to do their 
teaching part in the learning instead of just giving us work and relying on a YouTube video somebody else made to teach us the work.

790 Teachers need to use the same meeting apps. One teacher was using Go-to-Meetings, several were using zoom. They should all use zoom. But 
I managed. Teachers should not post assignments 24/7. Sometimes I woke up and my history teacher posted a lot of assignments that I 
needed to get done quickly. Not fair. They should do so during the day like they would in regular school. I like distance learning and it 
should be offered for students that learn better when it is quiet so that they can focus better. Also no bullying from classmates, which was 
constantly going on in my history teacher's classes. Not on the zoom class though. She was able to control the class better, but it was also 
only 30 minutes. Distance learning is a great concept.

791 teachers needs to be more active responding to our questions
792 Teachers shoud have a consistent learning schedule. A few of my teachers never did online meetings and the other teachers that had 

meetings, it was mostly to ask questions or catch up on real life.
793 Teachers should all post their weekly schedules first thing Monday morning to plan workload throughout the week. Each class should have 

required live zoom sessions with the whole class or 6 to 8 students at least once a week, or more to learn and connect. Graded work should 
have written feedback. Fewer checklists and surveys and more meaningful personal connection with teachers. Some work seemed like busy 
work. My mom helped me all the time with my daily work, to research, to organize my work, and to edit my work. She was the one who 
helped me understand the lessons and why it was important, and what I would learn if followed the teacher's instructions. The ASES 
program was every day via zoom and it was fun and the main way I felt connected to my friends and the school. I was usually the only 
student who showed up in my class zooms (mostly optional office hours) and that was sad. Sometimes there were way too many emails from 
teachers. Sometimes not enough instructions. Oh, I was only supposed to post one suggestion. Sorry.

794 Teachers should dedicate more time.
795 teachers should have mandatory weekly zoom mtgs  (like once a week) to check in w ALL their periods and answer questions/help student. 

either that, or each teacher should put in place office hours when a student can contact/zoom call them (some of my teachers did this).
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796 Teachers should not leave their students hanging and say they will assign something on monday and then not reach out until it’s wednesday 
and you haven’t heard from them since the previous thursday.

797 Teachers to be more consistent with school work.
798 teachers to respond to emails quicker
799 Teachers use the same platform for work every week and each week is just a different lesson. So that the students all know how to access it. 

And that it’s not something new every time.
800 tell psrents to remind us to go to a zoom meeting
801 Thank to my math and science and Spanish and p.e teacher almost a lot
802 That all the adults running this district would be consistent. That all teachers be consistent. I have one teacher who re-did our grading and 

my grade went from 66 to 47. It stresses me out when I have to email the teacher, counselor and have my parents involved b/c a teacher is 
doing something different than what we were told. This could have gone so much better, but I was confused by the different interpretations 
by my teachers. I worry what my senior year will look like. If I were to give a grade to my district, you'd all get an F.

803 That I don’t ever want to do it again but the again I want to do it again sometime
804 that i tried my best doing my work.
805 That is was hard to do homework on the laptop because there was to much typing but other than that I think I was fine and want to give a 

lot of credit to TEACHER and TEACHER. Without these to great individuals, I think it would hard for me to learn in this environment because 
they pushed me to the next level and were always there for me whenever I needed help, or if I was stuck on anything. So to TEACHER and 
TEACHER I say thank you and I wish we could meet again when the next school year starts. Even though your not going to be my teachers 
next year because I'm going to 9th grade, I will still try my best to say hi if you guys are in your pods. Thanks you as always and by by.

806 that teachers establish more of a somewhat individual connection rather than just sending out a class wide message
807 That you should always do your work and ask questions.
808 The amount of work was overwhelming without help.
809 The daily zoom lessons were great. It helped our class stay connected.
810 The google form attendance check in was easy to forget and randomly long. I think there could be a better way of checking in with students.

811 The main source of my struggle is not the assignments themselves, it is the crust work: communication (especially with other classmates 
because they suck at being reliable, especially online, so I hate any work that requires group members) and figuring out all of the annoying 
online steps to get to the actual assignments. The whole process of figuring out how to get to the assignment is the main burden, followed 
by the assignment itself. I learned ABSOLUTELY NOTHING while distance learning and I can not stress that enough. At first I poured all of my 
energy into my work, but then after days of sitting in a dark room and staring at a screen nonstop, I gave up and stopped trying because my 
mental health was rapidly declining. As a result, I stopped doing all schoolwork aside from two classes (which I barely kept up with) which I 
didn't learn anything from. Teachers are piling up work to try and make up for our absence at school, however I can confidently say that not 
a single person I know, including myself, learned anything at all  (I have talked to several of my peers about it). None of the online work is 
actually substantial, it is all just busy work. Students are already struggling in a major way due to the absence of an adequate learning 
environment and no educator that is present to drive others to learn and apply themselves in a thoughtful way. Overworking them does not 
make up for that loss, it drains us and causes burnout which results in us giving up.

812 The more students should be asked to work collaboratively, even virtually. I believe we often learn as much from our peers as our teachers 
and it is paramount that education continues to be a collective, not an individual endeavor.

813 The only thing that I would change is to not do google forms because you have to get the exact answer for it to be correct.
814 The PE teachers shouldn’t give us hw besides excersise
815 The response time from teachers is too long.  I have emailed teachers for help and messaged them through google classroom and I ended up 

not being able to finish my assignment and turn it in and get points because I never got help.
816 The teacher should connect to one another so that they don’t all have work due the same day.
817 The teacher should reach out to students more if they are struggling
818 The teachers could do a weekly video that teach us the lesson before we complete the work
819 the teachers should be more specific on mobymax
820 the teachers were very supportive, but this whole thing sucks. First of all, a better live instruction should have been used. zoom lags way too 

much and I couldn't hear what the teacher was saying half the time which made it difficult to follow along. Even so the lessons didn't, need 
to be taught or elaborated on because the lessons were very easy. The school district should have scheduled  more live classes and the 
teachers should have recorded them so kids who missed them could watch them and not miss important information.

821 the teaching methods
822 The timing of having less work a week.
823 The workload, wjhile exceptable during normal learning, is a bit too much for distance learning, considering motivation and uninteresting 

lectures.
824 There are better tools out there than google classroom why didnt we basically implement an actual online school system
825 There are some teachers I'd love to have video calls with, but some I would find awkward to see in a video call, so I think video calls should 

remain optional. I'm thinking of focusing on pre-recorded lesson videos which are accessible at any time so that students can replay the 
parts they don't get.

826 There needed to me more lessons from all of my teachers, not just a few of them. There wasn’t enough in-person contact (like zoom 
meetings) And I would have also liked some type of organized schedule that my classes followed so I wouldn’t have to keep up with last 
minute zoom sessions, etc.
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827 There needs to be a better way to provide feedback.  I did a tremendous amount of math and never once learned if I did it correctly.  My 
mom happens to be very good at math, so that is why I feel I learned a lot.  Also, I got almost no feedback on my writing.  I put a lot of time 
into my work and I am not sure if it was good or just complete.

828 There needs to be a way to learn math because bit is almost imposible to learn math through a video.
829 There should be ways to make up for past assignments
830 There was no interaction, lessons, organization. It was a wasted three months
831 there was no reason to do it and it was not fun in any way, i honestly rather going to school than doing it at home
832 There’s no suggestions, I previously was going to suggest more zoom meetings, but it become quite challenging to manage all of the zoom 

meetings.
833 Thinking
834 This whole thing has stressed me out a bunch. My math grade has been going down after March 13 and my teacher was not giving enough 

assignments to even raise my grade up, TEACHER even admitted to us that TEACHER felt unmotivated to do her own job. I have been furious 
the pass few days as I know that I am a student that is hard working and deserves to move on to my next Math class. I have been constantly 
emailing my counselor and that has been helping me out minimally. My name is STUDENT. This is only towards my math class, TEACHER is 
my teacher please check in on TEACHER, I am not the only that has been stressing  out over her class even before Quarantine. SCHOOL. I 
would love a response, Thank you

835 To always stay focus
836 To be honest I don't have one.
837 To contact teachers for help.
838 To do all my work.And stay on top of my work
839 to explain it more
840 to give a certain amount of work each week to compensate for the points or percentage needed to pass
841 To give topics based on what we already know.
842 To have extra credit work
843 To have fun
844 to have links that will work on the school chromebook
845 to have zoom classes which never happened.
846 to improve my personal distance learning experience, it would be to definitely get back on track with schoolwork since this year has been 

tough for me.
847 To keep up with everything.
848 to much work from each teacher compared to if we were in school
849 To not give students deadlines in assignments because alot of kids may be going through stuff at home such as family issues an it's not fair to 

them they may not be able to complete an assignment in time.
850 To not give to much homework
851 to not have distant learning because i couldn't really focus on any of my work and not because it was all noisy, i just couldn't. i feel more 

comfortable with teachers actually at my side and other student.im sorry i failed this year, distant learning  just didn't work for me.
852 to not have it.
853 to not switch class times
854 To not tell us that we won’t have our grades dropped if we don’t do assignments because that makes us not want to do them at all since we 

will have the same grades we started with or higher
855 to schedule our your week and for the teachers to no give out so much work because we do have other classes that do give us just as much 

work too.
856 To show grades on google classroom or to give one day to complete instead of by 3 in case of emergencies like internet going out or needing 

help and an adult is at work or teacher doesn't respond right away
857 To slow down on the homework! Homework is not a good substitute for teaching.
858 To sometime connect with my teachers and peers because often I don’t.
859 To stay focused and don’t do work right before it’s due.
860 to understand a little bit better
861 touch screen computers
862 Train the teachers and have them be more organized.
863 Try not giving so much work for we could try to understand it . If there a bunch of work and no teacher there to show u to do it as well
864 Try not to get distracted easily.
865 Try not to give multiple projects at once.
866 try to make work fun
867 Trying hard to understand
868 Trying to access information on Amplify, for Science, was hard...maybe that could be easier. Thanks!
869 Trying to find ways to motivate myself is very important and could improve distance learning because that was one of my main problems.

870 Turn in on time
871 tutors if needed online
872 Use a better platform, zoom isn't the best. Also there are other platforms that students are used to so just use those instead of some random 

platforn that no one knows about.
873 use discord and not zoom
874 Using Khan academy for more classes, I liked the program for math
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875 Usually I wait until a few days before the due date to do my work but I've improved by finishing all my work before many of my classmates 
and getting high scores on them.

876 Videos to explain how to help more
877 Wake up early
878 wake up early so i can finish all of my work
879 We could have less work and more lessons on a zoom meeting.
880 We need more explanations on how to some things. Enunciate...It seems impossible to learn chemistry just by doing workbooks, or learning 

math but the teacher hardly explains it as much as they usually do in school. Also there isn't too much participation from at most, half the 
class. Plus any assignments can be easily bullsh*tted... Just for your information

881 we should go back to school. I feel like I learn better in a classroom setting, rather than online. Also, two of my three teachers didn’t do 
zoom, so I feel like I didn’t learn much with them.

882 We should have did this a long time ago
883 We should interact more with zoom video calls.
884 We should use discord and not zoom
885 Weekly phone call check-in
886 well i didn't know what to do at all and when  would try i would break down and just quit im probably going  to flunk so yeah i didn't know 

what to do at all and nobody in my household was able o help me because they also did not know what to do
887 well this is a tricky question because right now we are in a middle of a pandemic and it is hard for some kids to learn with this situation but 

also some kids are protesting which is really good but they aren't focused on the school work because it isn't a priority. so I would suggest 
that the teachers should be a little nicer and considerate because it is hard doing online learning! its a tough transition for some kids!

888 well, it was an experience i had for learning when school is an problem.
889 Well, teachers put a little more homework. (Translated from Spanish)
890 When I go back to class and I will learning with my teacher!
891 When students post their questions on Google Classroom, the teacher should answer them.
892 When we transitioned into distance learning teachers assigned almost double, or more,  the amount of assignments we had in actual school 

and we had only a week to finish them all and they greatly impacted our grade. I know this is probably what they were told to do but it was 
extremely hard for me to finish/keep up with so many assignments, not just from one class but from six. I would usually get only about one 
and a half class' work done a week because it was hard to keep up.  I know the teachers were giving us more work because of all the time we 
missed, but I, most likely along with others, have a lot of responsibilities I have to take care of at home, like chores.  It was mainly hard to 
keep up with schoolwork because I had so much of it but I get in trouble if I don't finish my chores at home.

893 Work harder
894 Working from a computer isn’t the way I learn, without having a teacher next to me to help and learn it’s hard. It also feels like less of 

enjoyable, learning experience and more like a pain to learn over zoom. Some teachers are inexperience with it and some are hard to listen 
in person and even worse over a computer. I don’t know, it just wasn’t a fun experience.

895 Writing a lot, speak English language
896 yas
897 Yes, I did improve my  distance learning experience
898 You should stay safe
899 You shouldn't let a child go completely dumb, but don't also let them overstress. Know the limit and be more cooperative
900 z
901 zoom calls or daily teaching videos done by the teacher
902 zoom class
903 zoom is kind of confusing and we should have used something else like Google Meet.
904 zoom meetings are pretty early
905 🧚 💕 never do that again 💕 🧚


